Extreme Performance. Organic Sound. Sculptured like fine music instruments. Superbly handcrafted.

More pure sound per Watt
Tube lovers prepare to be amazed! Teresonic™
speakers will produce big, dynamic sonic
performance even with your low power tubes. Ultra
high performance Teresonic speakers produce over
100dB of pure, natural sound – 10 times more pure
sound per Watt than any comparable speakers,
and levels of detail, neutrality and stereo imaging,
are beyond anything else.
Compare leading performance and price of
Teresonic speakers to any comparable high-end
products from Legacy Audio, Dali, Sonus Faber,
Westlake, Wilson Audio, Triangle…

Pure, Natural Sound
Nothing stands between the sweet sound of your
tube amplifier and the legendary Lowther full range
speaker drivers, regarded as the world’s best.

Unique design with no active or passive crossovers
to introduce sound coloration or signal losses
unavoidable in multi-way designs. The result is
natural sound that you will never get tired of – day
in and day out, like no other speakers regardless of
price.

Superbly Handcrafted

Feature

Benefit

101.5dB sensitivity

Low power tubes will sound big

30Hz-22kHz range

Full range in one-way design

No crossovers/filters

Pure, uncolored, natural sound

4 - 100 Watts, 8 Ohm

Low power and high power amps

Handcrafted

Superb quality, unique design

Every speaker is superbly handcrafted by our
master cabinet maker from the finest materials and
components such as WBT connectors.
Many high-end speakers
will use standard wiring
inside the box. Teresonic
speakers use the same
$1,000 high-end
Clarison© cables inside
the box that are offered
to connect to your
amplifier. Triple
protection from electric
fields and magnetic fields
and acoustic fields (aka
“acoustic horn”) makes
Clarison zerointerference© audio
cables unique in the
industry.

Ingenium© and Integrum© models
Ingenium is the reference loudspeaker for vacuum
tube amplifiers and other high-end, low-power
applications. Integrum creates a new standard for
price/performance in high-end loudspeakers for
high-sensitivity applications offering compact
design with sound qualities of speakers costing
over $20,000. Both models offer:

“Teresonic sound is amazingly
natural… organic, not the faintest
hint of coloration. They are
downright addictive…far and
away the most fascinating and
formidable speakers I've yet
encountered. You can listen to
them day in and day out– it’s
nearly hypnotic. Their ability to
play loudly with only a few watts
made my low power 2A3 SET
produce incredibly big, dynamic
sound I had never dreamed of.”
Neb Maricic
Bariton
One of the greatest Figaro’s

Sculptured like fine music instruments
Wonder why there are no square shapes violins,
trumpets, or acoustic guitars… so, why do they make
square shaped speakers? Because it’s very hard to
make them like we do – individually handcrafted,
covered in the finest veneer with hand rubbed oil
finishes, and several layers of high gloss varnish
giving you a product you can enjoy for a lifetime..

Hear your tube’s sweet sound like
never before
The delicate sound of a violin. The all-encompassing
power of a symphony. The alluring intimacy of Sara K
closely recorded voice. The magnificence of an
orchestral rendering of Also Sprach Zarathustra. The
special feeling of your favorite music. Your emotions
will elevate to new heights while listening to your new
Teresonic full-range speakers. “You won’t find other
speakers that came even close to Teresonic accuracy
and tonal neutrality…” D. D, Opera singer

Special Limited Time Offer
Order any Ingenium© or Integrum
speaker by November, 2005 and we
will include one set of 10ft
Clarison© speaker cables and free
shipping in continental USA – over

Teresonic™ LLC

US$1,000 value!

6017 Wellfleet Way
San Jose, CA 95129

All our products carry a full 30-day
Total Satisfaction Guarantee.

info@teresonic.com
www.teresonic.com
(408) 973-8733

Ingenium© speakers, designed and individually
handcrafted as the finest music instruments

